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MOTHER"S DAY ADDRESS Iy Mother 

  through this tradition  out Father, Master. Especially this day of Korean Mother's day 

heavenly intervention. There will be no problem, from Father or Master or Heavenly Father. 

She wrote her children in Korea the following letter: Even though you children are physically 

separated from us, you are the luckiest children in the world. You have your parnts whom God 

loves. Also, you should remembers, you children in Korea, all throughout the world all brothers 

and sisters remember you, even though you are separated from me. Even though you are still 

youngsters and not g'rown up fully, they love you, they think of you and are anxious to see you all. 

Let's pick up some example to verify her statement: e. g. Prince Hyojin - this is a story when 

he was five years old. He does pray morning and night - before bed and getting out of bed. When 

he prays he praysm "all the world people love our father - may all mankind love father and mother - 

may all things love our father and our mother." So, she heard this even all the fishes under 

the sea - love our father and mother. This was the prayer of Hyojin - even though only 5 years old. 

Even though our father lives in Korea, it's very rare that he spend time with his children. Js t 

a short time he sees the children before they go to school, and before going to bed, father sees 
even though she does not   tax to them to God 

the children. The very Special side of this children - very peculiar, very special children - because 

everybody sees them very different from otrdinary children. Even school teacher requests 

this matter - referring to our True Parents children - they say that they love God very much and 

they talk about God very much - they are Eery different from ordinary children in the caass. 

Even though they are young, they know, their Father is doing and they love parents more than their 

own selves. If she talks long - it will ruin master's message for you, so I better cut short. 

On behalf of her children and her family, appreciate for you special consideration and expression 

of love on Mother's day. There is a saying in Korea: "If the g  trees have lots of branches, all 

What does that mean? 
the time the wind comes through the branches of those trees. " Those who have many children 

usually their parents are very tired. Usually children does not think parents are working very 

hard and they don't see parents exhausted. As a parent, as many children like you throughout 



parents have to pay attention spiritually and physically, individual, 
the world will multiply - more children will have 

on earth especially 
all children of God throughout the world. Even though you celebrate on Mother's day, celebrate 

her in the corner of your heart, a little heavEN because of the contents of her talk is parents 

usually thinking of you people individually, spiritually. In another sense, even though she said 
we are not humber, but heart 

heavy - we ce connected shim jung-heart is connected with us and in one sense not necessarily 

heavey, but she seems to be happy too. I want you to keep in mind that eventually you will go 

out and you will feel explore and manymany new things but many times you will be depressed 

you will be in trouble, of course, she knows you will pray to God, but one thing you should always 
you keep this in mind always 

remember that True Parents will always love you, always think of you wherever you go. 

Also, you have to remember your spiritual children to come will — will remember you too. 

Yu are not alone. I am very happy today. Thank you. 
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Mother's Day Address by Father 
May 13, 1973 

How long has Mother's day been established? Does anybody know? On behalf of all of you he induced 

you to bring one very important question - a very serious one - not necessary to ask common sense 

question - very serious. 

Q: The American indians have been paying a lot of indemnity - they've had a lot of trouble. 

What part does this suffering pay in God's restoration providence? 

A: American Indians are originally oriental. Through Alaska, Alutia, millions of years ago, 

the Indians - Mongolians came through that way. Because of this origin, even though Western 

world white people explored this areas, with the blessings of Asians, this nations should go 

in another direction from now on. It used to be enemy wxx between /western people and American 
up til now 

indians. But violence against violence, but from now on love gxx of God. dame as Jesus' teaching 
should be realized in this land 

as love they enemy - a sx :n r ~t~a~~ x xl~~cbcx From the enemy status into the loving 

status. So, these things, our m ssion is to share that part of dispensation. The indemnity they 

paid is accujulated indemnity for future blessing. So, that will not be nullified - that is serious 

Do you have Indian blood in your family? (Maybe a little bit) 

Q: You told us about two weeks ago that there will be more spiritual phenomena now that the 

day has come, does this mean that God's heart will be more available for us to experience, too.? 

A: Naturally. Man to man free association means bring heart and love and the same 

thing spirit world comes donw, stimulate them and cooperate with them and teach them the heart 
our Heavenly Father's heart 

of God and the heart of our Master - that's the final goal of the spirits descending on earth. 

Q. Restoration of Adam in Principle teaching, but what about the restoration of Eve. 

A. Resoration of Eve will be done by Adam - you don't have to worry about that. According to the 

P of Creation, God created Adam first, then Eve - something wrong so that the Principle is speaking 

Adam should he'll take care of the rest of it. Up till 6,000 God's dispensation is to find 

one man to be perfect Adam. Jesus is the spiritual Adam and Lord is the 2nd coming is both 
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then the bride must appear. 

Q: 

A. When you like one another, man and woman, we level eyes out. Matching two eyes - eyes 

meet. All five senses should fit to love one another - not only ear and talk, senses should be 

correspond to one another - between subject and object. Then, love begins to grow. That's why 

religion in the past taught not to see everything, not to hear everything not to talk everything, 

especially the power of sex and love completely wanted to abstain. That's the teaching of religion. 

If these five senses, seeing, talking, hearing and touching, if centered in God, that's fine, otherwise 

you are in trouble . Our fall of man started in the garden of eden and started from seeing the wrong 

things. It started from the sense of sight - as the initiating point. So, all lovers not only want to 

see, hear and tal, b finally wants to touch, without the instinct of touch, love is not completel. 

It should be rea ricted and prohibited when dingle boys and girls dancing and touching each other 

dancing together. In ancient time in Korea, even we have women to cover their face, not toz 

see the wrong things, and not to talke the wrong things - so they covered. Even in the restricted 

situation something is going wrong - how much is something going more out here - touching, 

talking with each other - stimulus - more fallen activity. In Korean still we have a virtuous aspect 

of womanhood - if man touches her body or deeply involve with her body, then that means that she 
husband 

is soiled. That is principly oriented - husband is the only one - other man coming to her is the 

archangel. The same thing in our movement - in man and woman sister and brothers unnecessarily 

touch, not centering in God, you will be in trouble. Naturally it is the original nature of the 

archangel who tempted Eve coming out - fallen Eve instinct naturally coming out - have to be 

very carefuly. Couple means they are lord of the mutual love - they are the master of mutual lc~ 

nobody else can exist. Love is unique; and only one - only one master - not two. There will be no 

d ivo~ce in our heagenly marriage. If they violate and infi lity - that' s a different matter. ~V 
11~ 

of the ethics of love, then there will be no divorce. If divorce came in, that means you are killing 



all the children whom you created with love - we cannot accept this. There is no civorce - 

there is no marriage outside of faith and there is no divorce insice. By divorcing one another all 

children will be spiritually chopped, hanged. Day and night the children are left crying, tortured 

becuase of their parents' divorce. The parents should be in the position mo love children - how can 

they do that to them? Even though we have old custom still remaining - even the wife - if some 

man is a widower, then he does not marry soon until the children are grown up and married - then 

he will seek remarriage. This seems conservative - this kind of virtue. The reason why the 

Western and American world don't respect their parents is that the degree of affection is light. 
it's deep, you 

If you cannot xsx disrespect. Even if you parents are not so handsome and ugly, because of this 

relationship, we cannot but love them - principleisitically - in heart. In heart children basically 

should love their parents. There is a gap between affection of parents and children. That is the 

starting point of a broken family. Divorce is bearing another cross IX in the family. In other words 

divorce means that parents bearing the cross of children in the family. Those who have divorced 

parents please raise your hands. Even though this icy divorce is common, in your heart there is 

aching isn't there? You don't feel good. It's painful, isn't it? So, this is a great sin when parents 

divorce. This is the sin of all big sins. By parents divorce - this means destroying childrens' 

future. This is a great social problem. Because of the source, it affects brothers and sisters 

love - when you go to job you are not happy - son ething wrong in the fundamental area, so he 

spread over every aspect of human life. It will be better when children grow up and have their 

own family, but if this happens before children are married, then this is most detrimental to 

the children's future. 

Q: Is Master paying indemnity for the people who have been oppressed in the past? i. e. indians, 

black men. 

( A: Heaven and earth - all mankind should appreciate because the Messiah is oriental. Neigher white 

nor black can save this whole mankind. We can pppress people racially - we'll have a chance to 

adjust to one another through centering Lord of 2nd Advent. The oriental race (yellow) surpass 

the predominate number on earth right now. If, later, the white race say "let's do this way", then 
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there's no other way for the black and yellow to follow, except fromyellow peop. e If black people 

chance the skin revolution - if we invent some kind of medicine, through the generations we can 

change the deep dark skin to medium dark (laughter). So, now it's in the stage of thinking, but if 

we research, we can do that. The problems with the indians, and black people has been that 

because of thieir skin they were persecuted. So, the time shall come when we will revise it 

(laughter). So, he is already thinking along this line. Some kind of skin disease make white spots 

called "white spots diseased skin". This means that even black and yellow can be svhite - so from 

black to white we can be developed very soon. It's possible! With more emphasis on national... 

which is designated the place where sacred king will be born, and he remembers that one of 

the lafies used some kind of dye on her skin which made her skin suddenly become white. Then, 

permanently became white - with some skind of chemical process. - which made skin white. 

Therefore, it is possible - that deep, dark skin can be transfored into white - or medium dark. 

How beautiful and passionate and handsome and very dominant power he has. Isn't that true? 

The racthi problem will be solved, 2/3 will be transformed into medium dark. If we manufacture 

at Ii Wha - not only Gin Sing but then how much we can make money too. One of the reasons 

he initiated the chemical factory in Korea was to set up a laboratory where he can develop this kind 

of research. So, he is not in the fantasy stage, but he will be doing it actually. So, all black brother 

a nd sisters will be very happy. All black brothers and sisters want to be a little white don't they? 

(I don't know, some don't) The concept of beauty - from the viewpoint of tx beauty - may come 

from contrast between dark and white. If you are too much black, then there is no variety to compare 

dark and light side. If it is one color dark, we cannot have this mystery of beauty. Depening upon 

the color change the beauty aspect is changed. Some have blue eyes with white skin - that is sorry 

kind of beauty. Mono color does not create this variety. It is very fortunate to have black people 

to have white spots of teeth and eyes to balance. Also it is fortunate again that our negro brothers 

a nd sisters to have that par t to make them beautiful. White people have to sympathize all negro 
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people because you still maintain a good aspect of beauty because of your white inheritance. 

You have to love, respect and sympathize all those oppressed people - especially those negro 

people. When we reach to the North Pole, even the color of the bear becomes white bear. 

So, this give some indication that the white bear started from the North Pole area. When coming 

d own to the equator and below, then the skin becomes darker, darker and darker. North is white 

and the South Pole becomes darker. Between is the yellow race step. That's the anthropoligical 

die tribution of the races by color. That's why the white people originated from the North are lacking 

emotional aspect. Why do people eat m ore meat? Because they  originated from the North - 

because there are no trees, plants and shrubs, etc. Also, they are eating, conquering all nature 

there, because he had to fight nature to survive. This is the historical problem. In the Southern 

part of the globe, not necessary to kill animals - but there are vegetables , etc. So, the emotional 

aspect of religion began. So, Negro people are very very high level of emotional aspect which they've 

developed. This is a theory, but does it make sense? (Yes!) So, you have a different a xx odor 

because you eat too much meat. This different diet - different smells to the body. Orientals and 

especially Koreans are vegetables eaters. Naturally this brought Southern part of the earth more 

emotional aspect. All the five main rligions come from that part - not from the North. So, our Master 

is going to let them mingle together - uniting all this into new ones. If they m rry white tp white all 

the time, that is not such a good race. They have to mixing the races - interracial marriage is good 

for the next generation. He is principlally thinking some o the mineral. He is going to mIke the 

perfect, best steel bar, to collect different kinds of steel - from different geographic areas. put 

them together, then he will make it. Even making one steel. This is the principle view of manufacturi: 

Best quality of mineral kingdom. Even he thinks if we eat tropical and cold and warm areas, the 

foods on all these plants - the food combined, if we take that, our physical body may be more 

fitting and more healtl}. If you go to different geographical locations, the taste of same plant - the 

s ame food is different. It is connected to the climate. So, originally white and black was initiated 

f rom the climate - the long process of climate influence. It's very interesting to know that old 

civilizied civilization started from the tropical 
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area. Then' rom the tropical area, climb up to the warm and cold. ̀T White people started from 
South 

the North and coming down conquering the earth. Why? Civilization started from the South and 

came up to the North. This way as of now, is the result of this crossing point - this westner 
x3 43 

civilization. Now, this civilization zone is 36 degree to 4 degree of latitude all civilization stays 

here. All complicated q orld problems happened between 38, 29, 41 degree. e. g. Korea. 

This is warm zone civilization. This is the fruit where crossing point North and white people coming 

up and civilization meeting now where 36 to 43 latitude. What is the land of Israel latitude? Around 

36 or 37 - this is the Principle viewpoint. The warm zone civilization will conquer the whole world 

after uniting Asian civiliation and West ern civilization. Most of the people prefer the Spring and 

Autumn. This is because of the crossing up and down of Spring and Autumn come up. This is the 

Princi pie theory. Not necessarily that white people are superior, but white people will come do' ti 
Asian people united civilization 

and b  ecpl coming up and wilixi emerge. Egyptian, black culture developed a long time 

ago and 000k like coming down, but now will emerge - one Spring civilization. When you go the 

North Pole that's narrow. Even if you go to the South pole, it's too narrow too. The wide scope 

area of the globe isx3 at xx 24 degree latitude - to inhabit and enjoy. Don't worry about problems 

between white and black. Dark skin become dark because it received more heat . Instead of 

reflecting, the dark skin absorbed the heart - the light. The white skin remained because able to 

reflect after receiving. Even though black peo ple received heat and beoome dark, they are 

emotionally very very deep inside, while white people are not deep in emotion - in their hearts. 

Even though you are very close to one another, suddenly you cut off relationships. In that area 

we orientals cannot understand - how you can cut off relationship so easily. When you look at 

Western movies, whenever the righteus man wins and evil dies, when your horse is in troble, 

he shoots the horse and goes. We cannot cruelly shoot because he has heart and feeling. And the 

dog is very loyal 


